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The Curriculum at SJS
Mastery for all challenges all
At Sarisbury, we achieve this by:
 pre-teaching vocabulary prior to learning
 setting high expectations through learning behaviour lessons
 providing word mats linked to topics and displaying vocabulary prominently in
classrooms
 starting topics with an exciting visit or activity to really hook the children in or
enriching topics with experience days
 providing ‘Gold’ challenges as an extra extension or a different way of completing
the task using alternative skills
 differentiating where possible with starting points
 using formative assessment to allow adaptation and differentiation within the
lesson
 providing opportunities for children to show independence through roles and
responsibilities in school (Civic Award, JRSOs, Prayer Spaces, Prefects, Eco-team,
School Council, Manners mentors)
 colour team work during focus weeks
 group challenges
 open ended tasks
 use of high expectations for all and fluid groupings
 use of ‘pupil experts’ in lessons
 signposting children with talents to additional clubs and extra-curricular
opportunities (Science days, DT projects, Art cluster work)
‘Learning at SJS is brilliant. I like it when it is not too easy but not too hard.’
Calum Year 6
‘In Maths, when we are working on puzzles and problems, you feel really
good when you finally do it.’
Jacob Year 5

The Curriculum at SJS
Curriculum content is responsive and relevant
At Sarisbury, we achieve this by:
 holding whole school and year group assemblies which make links to world issues
and natural disasters
 participating in a range of charity fund-raisers throughout the year which involve
the whole school community
 planning themed weeks such as World War 1 focus week and linking a range of
learning opportunities to each year group
 using the local area to drive topics and make links to local History and Geography
 updating and amending possible trips to make better use of learning outside the
classroom
 having a very active ‘Eco-team’ who involve the local community in raising
awareness of environmental issues and involving the local businesses through
writing letters and asking for support with ‘Boomerang Bags’
 making meaningful links to the wonderful work on our allotment by using some
produce as prizes in competitions, donations to our Harvest collection and using
the produce to make our Year 5 Tudor potage

‘Learning at SJS is brilliant when we all work together.’
Charley Year 6
‘Science has been good because you learn the stuff you need to learn when
you are an adult with a job. For example, in Year 4, we learnt about the
digestive system which if you became a doctor would be very useful.’
Marcus Year 5

The Curriculum at SJS
Memorable connections
At Sarisbury, we achieve this by:













using topic themes which encompass topic boxes, visitors to the school and trips
having outcomes to work towards such as videos, performances, museums
keeping photo journeys of pupils’ work in their books and on school social media
planning exciting, hands-on activities to bring learning to life
holding whole school events such as Sports Day
involving pupils in whole school decision making, such as design Y3 patio area,
new adventure playground and so on
making links between learning and practical activities to explore these areas
developing children’s confidence in bike riding and swimming
using experts in different fields as part of our lessons
making relevant links between core subjects and foundation subjects so that
children can deepen their learning and explore more aspects
taking children on residentials to build children’s confidence and independence
away from home
giving children an opportunity to share their views and opinions regularly as part
of a school community

‘Learning at SJS is brilliant when you get to go on school trips and find out
what they actually did around that time.’
Alice Year 6

‘Learning at SJS is brilliant when you get the opportunity to work with others
to develop your skills further by doing new things with different people.’
Poppy Year 6

The Curriculum at SJS
Equity and enrichment
At Sarisbury, we achieve this by:
 making sure children with SEN receive appropriate pre-teaching to support their
access to the curriculum
 focussing on active listening skills and learning behaviours to maximise pupil
participation in lessons
 ensuring that children are highly engaged through brilliant task designs
 providing an enormous range of clubs and opportunities outside school timetable
 ensuring children have regular practise of key Literacy and Numeracy skills
 taking broad historical and geographical topics and making relevant links across
foundation subjects
 organising extra sessions, such as Reading Café or reading challenges, to motivate
children to participate in extra learning
 adapting learning and task outcomes to include the needs of all learners
 preparing extensions to extend more able pupils

‘Learning at SJS is brilliant when it gets tricky you can tell your teacher and
get some help.’
Riley Year 6

‘I wanted to learn more about how if a number’s digits add up to a multiple
of 9, then it is divisible by 9 because how does it work?’
Sam Year 6

The Curriculum at SJS
Secure learning pathways
At Sarisbury, we achieve this by:
 embedding topics to develop understanding further
 building in opportunities for investigation so that children can use other skills
 providing flexibility and variety within home learning so that children can adapt the
task to their own interests
 giving children opportunities to plan and design something, carry out the making
of it, and evaluate their successes against their design
 ensuring that focus weeks are well-planned by enabling our subject leaders to plan
relevant whole school learning
 allowing children opportunities to feedback at the end of a topic
 getting children to present and share their work and involving their peers in the
evaluation process
 continuing to adapt and amend topics and learning journeys for our class and
pupils
 having a secure progression planned by subject leaders which maps out the
curriculum objectives
‘Learning at SJS is brilliant when we link different subjects like History or
Maths or Literacy because you learn more about the topic by learning it in a
different way.’
George Year 5
‘I wanted to find out more about how Claude Monet blends his colours
together. I found out that he makes his colours by putting the same shade
of colour on top of each other until it is the colour that he wanted.’
Mia Year 5

The Curriculum at SJS
High-quality outcomes
At Sarisbury, we achieve this by:
 honing and developing key skills in Literacy and Maths, such as regular
handwriting lessons and times tables sessions
 building up to a final product in all subjects, but ensuring opportunities for highquality writing outcomes that makes links to our topic learning
 having a high-quality DT and Art curriculum where children use a range of skills
 demonstrating the quality of our topic work in our topic books
 demonstrating our sporting excellence within our school teams
 designing engaging topics to enable excellent outcomes
‘In ICT, using sketch up, one of my favourite outcomes was when I made a
mansion and it was great!’
Nathan Year 5
‘In dance, you start planning the dance based on what you were thinking of
and then start it piece by piece and practise until it is finished.’
Lexi Year 5

The Curriculum at SJS
Enquiry based learning fuels curiosity
At Sarisbury, we achieve this by:
 starting lessons with children’s questions in lots of formats, including KWL grids,
questions on post-it notes, class brainstorms, home learning etc
 using questions to investigate and find the answer to
 using exploratory key questions as a hook to children’s learning
 using mastery levelling questioning across different subjects
 hot seating characters as part of our learning
 using role-plays and debates to explore questions and possible answers
 generating questions throughout the journey
 utilising topic boxes, theme days and trips to enable children first-hand experience
and handling of artefacts to help them ask questions
 using ICT resources, video clips, audio samples and links to assemblies to build
curiosity
 giving children freedom to choose the direction of their learning
 assessing starting points through enquiry style tasks

‘I remember being an archaeologist at Buster Farm because I remember
squatting down and digging with a stick and I found a ring and a spoon.’
Hennie Year 6
‘I wanted to find out more about Avatar because we watched a clip and we
didn’t finish it so it kept us wondering what would happen next.’
Lucy Year 5

The Curriculum at SJS
Shallow to deeper learning
At Sarisbury, we achieve this by:
 mapping out a curriculum which enables learning to deepen as the years progress
 ensuring that units of work build on each other, such as historical time periods and
geographical locations
 starting off with basic skills and knowledge tasks in learning and then giving
opportunities to apply these facts using a more challenging task or problem
 mapping out the development of skills across the key stage from describing and
identifying (Y3) to more explanation and comparisons (Y6)
 ensuring that skills progression would enable the upper key stage children to be
able to hypothesise based on the conclusions they have drawn themselves using
skills taught in each year group
 using milestones to build on learning goals across the key stage
 knowing children’s talents, strengths and out of school achievements and drawing
upon these where possible in school-based learning
 ensuring that by Year 6, pupils are able to hypothesis based on conclusions they
have drawn themselves using all taught previous skills in other year groups
 using milestones across to ensure learning builds across the key stage
 gaining and drawing upon children’s talents, strengths and interests outside of
school within lessons
‘I liked sandwich making day in Year 3 because even though we were only
young, our teachers were helping us with skills we would need when we are
older. Also in DT, we developed our skills from basic marble mazes to
working CAM toys which were more complicated.’
Harry Year 5

The Curriculum at SJS
Personal identity and their relationships with the world
At Sarisbury, we achieve this by:
 making links to the school values in all we do
 ensuring assemblies follow themes linked to both our school values and our
Christian Values
 encouraging children to be part of a range of teams and clubs
 ensuring opportunities for our teams and clubs to be involved with the wider
school community
 giving children opportunities to shine during productions and performances
 developing the whole children and their ability to develop necessary learning
behaviours and transferable skills to make them secondary ready
 developing an excellent PDL curriculum
 reflecting on choices regular within lessons and as part of our time out and
restorative practice
‘Learning at SJS is brilliant when we get to work together and if we can’t cooperate then we always get supported and if you can’t work together, you
get time to talk about it.’
Ellie Year 6
‘I like all the productions because it gives you the freedom to show off what
you’re made of.’
Jayden Year 6

The Curriculum at SJS
Coherent, broad and balanced
At Sarisbury, we achieve this by:
 having subject leaders who ensure coverage linked to the National Curriculum
monitor their subject and planning, making enhancements where necessary
 using topic themes to help deliver the whole curriculum
 providing additional opportunities and experiences for our children which link to
elements of PDL, including the Peace and Eco-teams
 using planning to reflect the content and ensure balance
 continuing to develop our sportsmen and women through our huge range of sports
clubs and sports teams; our musicians through our peripatetic music lessons,
school orchestra and choir and our pupils’ voices through school council roles
 embellishing the rich curriculum with exciting theme days
‘In Science we do a different experiment during learning. Like when we
would be doing light and vision we could be doing different experiments to
answer the same question.’
Charley Year 6
‘Learning at SJS is brilliant when some of the subjects are linked or when
you are working something out for a different topic because you know that
you are doing it for a reason.’
Noah Year 6

